
Entering Higher Training Webinar 22/11/2023

Questions and Answers
Question Answer

1 Is there a validity period for Certificate C? If my supervisor signs the 

certificate c form for this year, can I still use it for the next recruitment 

process?

You can use the August 2023 form for the August 2024 recruitment round

2 for the self assessment score: (1) can we submit evidence for 2 areas 

under one domain in case we are unsure if we will be able to take the 

highest score but have a fail safe the next highest score? (2) what 

does the maximum number of evidence means? is it an AND or an 

OR

You cannot use the same evidence in more than one domain. For example, 

if you have done QIP, audit (domain 6), and/or research (domain 7) and gone 

on to publish it (domain 9) or present it at a conference (domain 10), you can 

score yourself in Domains 6,7,9 and 10 as appropriate, but you cannot use 

the same evidence for multiple domains. Where there is a maximum 

number of evidence stated that is the maximum number that will be 

checked
3 Is there further guidance for the components in the self-assessment 

scoring? e.g. for research "had ongoing commitment" - does this have 

a time limit etc

Full information about the Self-Assessment process can be found via our 

website https://medical.hee.nhs.uk/medical-training-recruitment/medical-

specialty-training/psychiatry/higher-psychiatry-training/overview-of-higher-

psychiatry-training/self-assessment

There is no time limit for for documents that can be used for each domain

4 For trainees applying for Northern Ireland - is there one interview this 

year, or multiple subspecialty interviews?

Multiple subspecialty interviews.

5 Hiya, could the number of posts availble continue to be updated 

throughout the process?

Yes, te number of posts will be updated throughout  the process as & when 

regions update us

6 If I have a signed august 2023 version of certificate C, can it be used in 

2025 intake?

You can use the August 2023 form for the August 2024 recruitment round, 

we have not started planning for August 2025 yet, so I am unable to confirm 

for certain, but if there are no further changes to form this will be ok, 

however it is too early for us to confirm if the Cert C will ramin the same for 

2025 at the moment
7 Is the application window at a similar time every year (ie mid 

November to early December)?

Hi, yes, the application windows remain at roughly the same time each 

time, but the specific dates vary.
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8 Apparently there are more posts available in the West Midlands, 

particularly for general adult training, than the max no. currently 

stated. When will this be corrected?

Information on posts available is received from regions recruitmnet teams, 

the info we have from WM at the moment for GA posts is accurate as of 

their last update. Sometimes all vacancies that regions have are not put into 

national recruitment as they may be filled by trainees already in the region. 

Regions can make changes to numbers up until the date we make offers in 

April and so I anticupate lots of changes to numbers between now & then, 

teh numbers we have at the moment are only indicative vacancies

9 For February 2025 ST4 intake, when would we expect a) info on posts 

available and b) application window to open? Many thanks. 

The basic dates for this recruitmnet round have been published here 

https://medical.hee.nhs.uk/medical-training-recruitment/medical-specialty-

training/overview-of-specialty-training/recruitment-timelines 

These are only the general dates at the moment, they will be filled out with 

more detail closer to the time
10 If you are due to complete a PgCert / Masters prior to appointment 

start but after initial application window, would you still score it 

pending submitting evidence at later date?

No, you can only score yourself for things that you have already acheived as 

at the time of your application, not things that are still pending at that time

11 If I pass the RCPsych without a a previous training , Could you accept 

me

If you have full MRCPsych and have worked for 36 months in Psychiatry and 

can provide a Certificate C at the time of your application you would be 

eligible to apply, you do not have to have completed your 36 months 

experience in Psychaitry in  training posts
12 For Domain 10 it is unclear if an international poster presentation can 

score 5 points. Can you please clarify?And will only one piece of 

evidence be sufficinet or better than other - like certificate of 

presenting or abstract publication or the poster itself?

live answered

12 For Domain 10 it is unclear if an international poster presentation can 

score 5 points. Can you please clarify?And will only one piece of 

evidence be sufficinet or better than other - like certificate of 

presenting or abstract publication or the poster itself?

live answered

13 Do we need a Certificate C at this initial application stage or after we 

have been longlisted?

You will need to submit a Certificate C form at the time of your application, 

your application will not be able to be longlisted without this form
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14 Are u eligible to apply for a training post if you have a tier 2 

dependant visa?

Yes, you can apply for training posts regardless of any visa that you are on at 

the moment. If you were successful in gaining a training post the central 

sponsorship team will be in touch to discuss your visa requirements at that 

stage in the porcess
15 Can entry be deferred? I.e accepted for Aug 2024 entry, but can delay 

until Aug 2025

You can only defer start dates on statutory grounds, so for example due  to 

sickness or maternity/paternity leave etc. Deferrals for any other reason are 

not permitted
16 When picking preferences, what's the priority of the offers. E.g. if my 

second option is Y and another person's first option is also Y, does the 

score matter?

Yes, offers are made on the basis of ranks which are determined by your 

total score. Offers are made in rank order. If your second option is Y but 

somebody ranked below you has ranked option Y as their first preference, 

you would still be offered it above them if you ranked higher,, providing you 

hadn't been offered your 1st ranked post
17 why does it say Higher Training posts for the Round 2 recruitment 

round (August 2024 intake). I thought August intake is Round 1 and 

should have more posts available?

Round 1 recruitment is classed as recruitment to CT1/ST1 posts for August 

2024 and is run earlier than recruitment for higher posts for August 2024, so 

it is Round 2 in regards to recruitment for all training posts
18 I got my certificate C signed in July 2023 by a consultant 

psychiatrist,who is on a specialist registrar (Irish medical 

council),would that work for me for August 2024 intake?

As long as it is the August 2023 version of the from and has been fully 

completed that will be fine to use

19 If the CASC pass score is 62.2% and the candidates score is 62.2%, the 

adjusted CASC score would be 50%? Does that mean that the CASC 

weightage for total ST4 application score would be 25%?

live answered

20 What about round 2 for feb starters? Round 3 for February 2025 start dates won't be advertised until July 2024, 

the initial recruitment timeline can be found here 

https://medical.hee.nhs.uk/medical-training-recruitment/medical-specialty-

training/overview-of-specialty-training/recruitment-timelines
21 Regarding deferrals, what does it mean by 'on statutory grounds'? Those that are allowed by law - or example due  to sickness or 

maternity/paternity leave etc.

22 I'm guessing you should go for a deferral if you are already pregnant, 

but what would happen if you got pregnant between January and 

August 2024?

You can request a deferred start date at any time during the process, there 

are ways to do this outside the application form if you find out later that ou 

wish to defer
23 Who should we get in touch with for academic psychiatry ST4 if we 

do not have CT in academic psychiatry ?

live answered
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24 Are the the Northern Ireland applications now placed together with 

the other 3 nations?

No they're done separately.

25 If we submit evidence for one domain and it is rejected or scored 

down, when we appeal could we add different evidence for another 

category in the same domain?

live answered

26 For example say I have a distinction and a prize in medical school but 

the assessor decides my evidence for my distinction isnt enough can I 

then ask if I can change my evidence and upload my evidence that I 

received a prize?

live answered

27 For Northern Ireland is there a set time that interviews will happen so 

we know when we need to be free for interview?

live answered

27 For Northern Ireland is there a set time that interviews will happen so 

we know when we need to be free for interview?

Just after Easter probably. Don't have the precise dates confirmed. Details 

are on the NIMDTA website 

https://www.nimdta.gov.uk/recruitment/hospital-specialty-recruitment/
28 if you are in a single specialty, can you switch to a dual specialty 

which includes that specialty 1/2 years in, without having to start 

again?

live answered

29 Also in self assessment-does the postgraduate diploma in education 

have to be medical education or can it be something more specific 

like a diploma in speech and drama teaching?

live answered

30 Also for Northern Ireland, how are people ranked? is it: self 

assessment determines who goes to interview then final score is just 

the interview score when picking who gets the posts?

Self-Assessment will be used for shortlisting if we don't have capacity to 

interview everyone (we REALLY want to interview everyone). Final score is 

entirely interview based. Self-Assessment and CASC scores will not feed into 

our scoring the interviews.
31 Regarding domain 10 specifically, it refers to submitting two pieces of 

evidence regarding presentations, such as a 'copy of the event 

programme and powerpoint slides' - What about presentations that 

did not use Powerpoint as a presentation method?

live answered
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32 Can my certificate C be signed by a single consultant from a different 

country for whom I have worked with the past ? 

 

Would it suffice if they give a letter saying I have met core 

competencies or should I give evidence of those competencies ? 

Thanks

live answered

33 Any help or platform available for ST4 interview for IMGs please.would 

appreciate it

live answered

34 Could we get a recording of this session? I had unfortunately joined 

late

live answered

34 Could we get a recording of this session? I had unfortunately joined 

late

This session will be avaliable on our website and you will receive a email with 

the link once it is live.

35 Sorry - some clarification regarding certification C. Does everyone 

need one, or only if you are not currently in core training with an 

ARCP?

Form Certificate C:

Are you currently in a UK Core Psychiatry Training Programme? 

If yes, then you cannot use this form to enter higher Psychiatry training. 

Instead, you should satisfactorily complete your core training programme.

If you are currently in Core Training and having ARCPs, you do not need a 

Certificate C.

36 I meant under the same domain do we need to only offer evidence 

for one of the criteria - so for teaching for e.g can I offer evidence for 

both score 2 and score 3, but the assessor decised not to give me 3 

will the evodence for 2 count or will that go to zero by default

live answered

37 I am on the old curriculum in my porfolio - is it still the august 2023 

certificate C that I need to complete?

live answered

38 so my competencies are ILO whereas the 2023 certificate is calling 

them HLOs

live answered
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39 Are you saying one can use the same piece of work for more than one 

domain as long as the evidence is different for each of those 

domains? E.g I did a QIP. Also got it published and won a prize for 

presenting it. Can I use that same QIP for audit domain, prize domain 

and publication domain whilst obviously providing different 

documents as evidence for each of those domains?

live answered

40 that seems like quite a subjective approach for a high stake decision - 

so in the end can I submit an international poster publication for 

domain 10 or would the score of 4 only be valid for powerpoint 

presenations etc

live answered

41 If it says you can submit 3 pieces of evidence for a certain category 

does that mean 1) that it required 3 different types of evidence of that 

single achievement or 2) that you can submit evidence of up to 3 

achievements to be scored in that same category?

live answered

42 are the NI interviews in person or also online? Online. Panel will be in person, but the candidate will be on a screen talking 

to the panel over Zoom or similar video thing. We've interviewed people 

from thousands of miles away.
43 Can a national poster presentation count in 2 different domains for 

self-assessment? (For NI application thinking of domains 6, audit, & 

10, presentations)

The presentation would/could count for Domain 10. The actual project itself, 

along with evidence of your level of involvement (leading vs design vs data 

gathering) is Domain 6 - so you need a way to evidence your involvement 

and how much work YOU did in the project.
44 Can you do psych liaison endorsement via single older adults CCT? Or 

is it only with dual ga/oa?

live answered

45 Does presenting a poster in a conference count in presentation 

section as there would be no power point for that

live answered

46 Is certificate C a thing in NI? Yes.

47 are the PTC roles advertised on the RCPsych website? live answered

48 In terms of self assessment - my poster was displayed at RCPsych and 

I didnt do a oral presentation - can it still be submitted for the 

poster/paper presentation ?

live answered

49 If I presented a poster that won 3rd place on alec shapiro prize would 

that count as prize and as poster presentation

live answered
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50 Is there a time limit for the evidence? For example if you 

completed an SHO rotation many years ago (15+) but didn’t 

complete the exams at that time but have now done your 

exams? Would the old rotation still count?

You would need to provide a Certificate C in this case to demonstrate your 

achievement of Core Competences. You would be able to use evidence 

from your old rotations to present to the Consultant signing off the form. As 

long as you can demonstrate that the competences have since been 

maintained, it doesn't matter how long ago they were initially achieved. 

51 does domain 10 has a time limit or an undergrad vs postgrad 

evidence caviat

live answered

52 Where can one find the list of statutory grounds to defer start date? live answered
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1

Is there a validity period for Certificate C? If my 

supervisor signs the certificate c form for this 

year, can I still use it for the next recruitment 

process?

18

I got my certificate C signed in July 2023 by a 

consultant psychiatrist,who is on a specialist 

registrar (Irish medical council),would that work 

for me for August 2024 intake?

35

Sorry - some clarification regarding certification 

C. Does everyone need one, or only if you are 

not currently in core training with an ARCP?

3

Is there further guidance for the components in 

the self-assessment scoring? e.g. for research 

"had ongoing commitment" - does this have a 

time limit etc

7

Is the application window at a similar time every 

year (ie mid November to early December)?

11

If I pass the RCPsych without a a previous 

training , Could you accept me

8

Apparently there are more posts available in the 

West Midlands, particularly for general adult 

training, than the max no. currently stated. 

When will this be corrected?

27

For Northern Ireland is there a set time that 

interviews will happen so we know when we 

need to be free for interview?

12

For Domain 10 it is unclear if an international 

poster presentation can score 5 points. Can you 

please clarify?And will only one piece of 

evidence be sufficinet or better than other - like 

certificate of presenting or abstract publication 

or the poster itself?

23

Who should we get in touch with for academic 

psychiatry ST4 if we do not have CT in academic 

psychiatry ?

25

If we submit evidence for one domain and it is 

rejected or scored down, when we appeal could 

we add different evidence for another category 

in the same domain?



26

For example say I have a distinction and a prize 

in medical school but the assessor decides my 

evidence for my distinction isnt enough can I 

then ask if I can change my evidence and upload 

my evidence that I received a prize?

27

For Northern Ireland is there a set time that 

interviews will happen so we know when we 

need to be free for interview?

28

if you are in a single specialty, can you switch to 

a dual specialty which includes that specialty 

1/2 years in, without having to start again?

29

Also in self assessment-does the postgraduate 

diploma in education have to be medical 

education or can it be something more specific 

like a diploma in speech and drama teaching?

31

Regarding domain 10 specifically, it refers to 

submitting two pieces of evidence regarding 

presentations, such as a 'copy of the event 

programme and powerpoint slides' - What 

about presentations that did not use 

Powerpoint as a presentation method?

32

Can my certificate C be signed by a single 

consultant from a different country for whom I 

have worked with the past ? 

 

Would it suffice if they give a letter saying I have 

met core competencies or should I give 

evidence of those competencies ? 

Thanks

33

Any help or platform available for ST4 interview 

for IMGs please.would appreciate it

34

Could we get a recording of this session? I had 

unfortunately joined late

36

I meant under the same domain do we need to 

only offer evidence for one of the criteria - so 

for teaching for e.g can I offer evidence for both 

score 2 and score 3, but the assessor decised 

not to give me 3 will the evodence for 2 count 

or will that go to zero by default

37

I am on the old curriculum in my porfolio - is it 

still the august 2023 certificate C that I need to 

complete?

38

so my competencies are ILO whereas the 2023 

certificate is calling them HLOs



39

Are you saying one can use the same piece of 

work for more than one domain as long as the 

evidence is different for each of those domains? 

E.g I did a QIP. Also got it published and won a 

prize for presenting it. Can I use that same QIP 

for audit domain, prize domain and publication 

domain whilst obviously providing different 

documents as evidence for each of those 

domains?

40

that seems like quite a subjective approach for a 

high stake decision - so in the end can I submit 

an international poster publication for domain 

10 or would the score of 4 only be valid for 

powerpoint presenations etc

41

If it says you can submit 3 pieces of evidence for 

a certain category does that mean 1) that it 

required 3 different types of evidence of that 

single achievement or 2) that you can submit 

evidence of up to 3 achievements to be scored 

in that same category?

44

Can you do psych liaison endorsement via single 

older adults CCT? Or is it only with dual ga/oa?

45

Does presenting a poster in a conference count 

in presentation section as there would be no 

power point for that

47

are the PTC roles advertised on the RCPsych 

website?

48

In terms of self assessment - my poster was 

displayed at RCPsych and I didnt do a oral 

presentation - can it still be submitted for the 

poster/paper presentation ?

49

If I presented a poster that won 3rd place on 

alec shapiro prize would that count as prize and 

as poster presentation

51

does domain 10 has a time limit or an 

undergrad vs postgrad evidence caviat

52

Where can one find the list of statutory grounds 

to defer start date?

4

For trainees applying for Northern Ireland - is 

there one interview this year, or multiple 

subspecialty interviews?

24

Are the the Northern Ireland applications now 

placed together with the other 3 nations?

10

If you are due to complete a PgCert / Masters 

prior to appointment start but after initial 

application window, would you still score it 

pending submitting evidence at later date?



42 are the NI interviews in person or also online?

17

why does it say Higher Training posts for the 

Round 2 recruitment round (August 2024 

intake). I thought August intake is Round 1 and 

should have more posts available?

20 What about round 2 for feb starters?

30

Also for Northern Ireland, how are people 

ranked? is it: self assessment determines who 

goes to interview then final score is just the 

interview score when picking who gets the 

posts?

9

For February 2025 ST4 intake, when would we 

expect a) info on posts available and b) 

application window to open? Many thanks. 

43

Can a national poster presentation count in 2 

different domains for self-assessment? (For NI 

application thinking of domains 6, audit, & 10, 

presentations)

19

If the CASC pass score is 62.2% and the 

candidates score is 62.2%, the adjusted CASC 

score would be 50%? Does that mean that the 

CASC weightage for total ST4 application score 

would be 25%?

12

For Domain 10 it is unclear if an international 

poster presentation can score 5 points. Can you 

please clarify?And will only one piece of 

evidence be sufficinet or better than other - like 

certificate of presenting or abstract publication 

or the poster itself?

34

Could we get a recording of this session? I had 

unfortunately joined late

21

Regarding deferrals, what does it mean by 'on 

statutory grounds'?

16

When picking preferences, what's the priority of 

the offers. E.g. if my second option is Y and 

another person's first option is also Y, does the 

score matter?

5

Hiya, could the number of posts availble 

continue to be updated throughout the 

process?

14

Are u eligible to apply for a training post if you 

have a tier 2 dependant visa?

46 Is certificate C a thing in NI?

15

Can entry be deferred? I.e accepted for Aug 

2024 entry, but can delay until Aug 2025



22

I'm guessing you should go for a deferral if you 

are already pregnant, but what would happen if 

you got pregnant between January and August 

2024?

6

If I have a signed august 2023 version of 

certificate C, can it be used in 2025 intake?

2

for the self assessment score: (1) can we submit 

evidence for 2 areas under one domain in case 

we are unsure if we will be able to take the 

highest score but have a fail safe the next 

highest score? (2) what does the maximum 

number of evidence means? is it an AND or an 

OR

13

Do we need a Certificate C at this initial 

application stage or after we have been 

longlisted?

50

Is there a time limit for the evidence? For 

example if you completed an SHO rotation 

many years ago (15+) but didn’t complete the 

exams at that time but have now done your 

exams? Would the old rotation still count?

53 Thank you everyone



You can use the August 2023 form for the August 2024 recruitment round

As long as it is the August 2023 version of the from and has been fully completed that will be fine to use

Form Certificate C:

Are you currently in a UK Core Psychiatry Training Programme? 

If yes, then you cannot use this form to enter higher Psychiatry training. Instead, you should satisfactorily 

complete your core training programme.

If you are currently in Core Training and having ARCPs, you do not need a Certificate C.

Full information about the Self-Assessment process can be found via our website 

https://medical.hee.nhs.uk/medical-training-recruitment/medical-specialty-training/psychiatry/higher-

psychiatry-training/overview-of-higher-psychiatry-training/self-assessment

There is no time limit for for documents that can be used for each domain

Hi, yes, the application windows remain at roughly the same time each time, but the specific dates vary.

If you have full MRCPsych and have worked for 36 months in Psychiatry and can provide a Certificate C at the 

time of your application you would be eligible to apply, you do not have to have completed your 36 months 

experience in Psychaitry in  training posts

Information on posts available is received from regions recruitmnet teams, the info we have from WM at the 

moment for GA posts is accurate as of their last update. Sometimes all vacancies that regions have are not 

put into national recruitment as they may be filled by trainees already in the region. Regions can make 

changes to numbers up until the date we make offers in April and so I anticupate lots of changes to numbers 

between now & then, teh numbers we have at the moment are only indicative vacancies

Just after Easter probably. Don't have the precise dates confirmed.

live answered

live answered

live answered
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live answered

live answered

live answered

live answered

live answered

live answered

live answered

live answered

live answered

live answered

Multiple subspecialty interviews.

No they're done separately.

No, you can only score yourself for things that you have already acheived as at the time of your application, 

not things that are still pending at that time



Online. Panel will be in person, but the candidate will be on a screen talking to the panel over Zoom or 

similar video thing. We've interviewed people from thousands of miles away.

Round 1 recruitment is classed as recruitment to CT1/ST1 posts for August 2024 and is run earlier than 

recruitment for higher posts for August 2024, so it is Round 2 in regards to recruitment for all training posts

Round 3 for February 2025 start dates won't be advertised until July 2024, the initial recruitment timeline 

can be found here 

https://medical.hee.nhs.uk/medical-training-recruitment/medical-specialty-training/overview-of-specialty-

training/recruitment-timelines

Self-Assessment will be used for shortlisting if we don't have capacity to interview everyone (we REALLY 

want to interview everyone). Final score is entirely interview based. Self-Assessment and CASC scores will 

not feed into our scoring the interviews.

The basic dates for this recruitmnet round have been published here https://medical.hee.nhs.uk/medical-

training-recruitment/medical-specialty-training/overview-of-specialty-training/recruitment-timelines 

These are only the general dates at the moment, they will be filled out with more detail closer to the time

The presentation would/could count for Domain 10. The actual project itself, along with evidence of your 

level of involvement (leading vs design vs data gathering) is Domain 6 - so you need a way to evidence your 

involvement and how much work YOU did in the project.

This question has been answered live

This question has been answered live.

This session will be avaliable on our website and you will receive a email with the link once it is live.

Those that are allowed by law - or example due  to sickness or maternity/paternity leave etc.

Yes, offers are made on the basis of ranks which are determined by your total score. Offers are made in rank 

order. If your second option is Y but somebody ranked below you has ranked option Y as their first 

preference, you would still be offered it above them if you ranked higher,, providing you hadn't been offered 

your 1st ranked post

Yes, te number of posts will be updated throughout  the process as & when regions update us

Yes, you can apply for training posts regardless of any visa that you are on at the moment. If you were 

successful in gaining a training post the central sponsorship team will be in touch to discuss your visa 

requirements at that stage in the porcess

Yes.

You can only defer start dates on statutory grounds, so for example due  to sickness or maternity/paternity 

leave etc. Deferrals for any other reason are not permitted



You can request a deferred start date at any time during the process, there are ways to do this outside the 

application form if you find out later that ou wish to defer

You can use the August 2023 form for the August 2024 recruitment round, we have not started planning for 

August 2025 yet, so I am unable to confirm for certain, but if there are no further changes to form this will be 

ok, however it is too early for us to confirm if the Cert C will ramin the same for 2025 at the moment

You cannot use the same evidence in more than one domain. For example, if you have done QIP, audit 

(domain 6), and/or research (domain 7) and gone on to publish it (domain 9) or present it at a conference 

(domain 10), you can score yourself in Domains 6,7,9 and 10 as appropriate, but you cannot use the same 

evidence for multiple domains. Where there is a maximum number of evidence stated that is the maximum 

number that will be checked

You will need to submit a Certificate C form at the time of your application, your application will not be able 

to be longlisted without this form


